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Cortez goes hard rock "Through Death Valley & Nowhere", a mystic journey into fears 

and social disease of the new Millennium. 

  

Cortez announces a new album release and a new musical journey into hard rock. The Italian artist 

still believes that rock and roll dreams can become true and tries to describe them in his new work: 

11 powerful songs and 2 power ballads leaded by a new single out now, called "Arabian Nights". 

There's even an option for fans to pre-save the album on Spotify and download an original digital 

booklet of the album from Cortez website right now. 

 

"I always loved music. So, I always liked to travel from a genre to another". 

This is the artist explanation to the first impact in listening to the new album, after his recent disco 

funk works. 

"I love everything on the seven notes: soul, funk, rock and roll, jazz. But when I started, when I was a 

kid, I played in hard rock and heavy bands. I was a vocalist. I was young and my room was filled with 

vinyl and posters by Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin, UFO, Free...and you know, the first love is never 

forgotten". 

The new release has been anticipated by Arabian Nights, a single out now and available on music 

streaming services, like Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon Music and Deezer. 

This is Cortez official coming back to hard rock music, after his 2013 release, Under the Gun. The 

album has been written, performed and produced by Cortez himself. 

The Italian artist has lived a long period of trouble and hard thoughts, like anyone else, contaminated 

by this pandemic disaster that Covid 19 has been and still is. Through Death Valley & Nowhere talks 

about our fears, our dreams. The enemies described in the title track are not real. "I don't mean to 

fight against anyone. I only try to fight a struggle against our pride, our sense of defeat, our 

resignation". 

This new music work has obviously been influenced by this long period people are living and it talks 

about some reaction to come to a new life and defeat these prostration and frustration, such a 

common feeling among us and our friends and relatives. 

Through Death Valley & Nowhere is a journey into our souls and a cry of hope for anyone. Fans and 

followers can join this journey with a Spotify pre-save here. 
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For the ones who are going to pre-save the album a digital booklet of "Through Death Valley & 

Nowhere", featuring pics, lyrics and credits, will be available for download on Cortez website or by 

clicking here.  

 

Biography  

Cortez, an Italian artist from Rome, has been known by his real name Alessandro Bagagli for his English production, 7 rock albums available digitally in 

streaming and download on the main e-music stores: Under the Gun and Magic in the Air (2013 ), Shouted Songs (2014), Primal Life (2015), Live & Die (2016), 

Out in the Nowhere (2017) and Highways & Cigars (2018).  

With the classic rock riffs of his 1952 Telecaster, the chords and notes of the Byrds-style 12-string Rickenbacker and the extended and powerful vocals, 

his music owes its influence to artists such as Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, John Mellencamp and Pearl Jam. He started in 1994 with PolyGram / Mercury 

under the stage name Alex Baggi and an Italian rock album called Un po' di Sentimento. After his experience as Alessandro Bagagli, he collaborated with 

many independent international artists on two of his projects called The Eve, making two albums, The Eve and Entropy, both released in 2019 and a single 

I'll Make it Up 2 You, available in all e-music stores for streaming and downloading. The Italian artist has therefore decided to enrich his musical journey 

starting with a new stage name, Cortez and two works in Italian, two rock albums called Poeta di Strada (Street Poet) and Nel Colore della Notte (In the 

Color of the Night). Then the soul breakthrough, a funk disco with Come to Poppa, released on October 2, 2020 and Souled, released February 25, 2021. 

New album, Through Death Valley and Nowhere is going to be released June 4th 2021.  

 

Cortez on stage 
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